Yesports Students Extracurricular Apprenticeship

Yesports is devoted to providing highly-motivated and talented students with an excellent educational experience in a culturally-diverse environment. We want to create an eco-system for all talents for the development of a better, greener, healthier lifestyle and a global network for future leaders to take part in the next-generation educational training which lead to growing blooming and bright communities.

Brief Description

Host Institution: Yesports Media Limited

Level/Field(s) of study: Eligible University/High School Students

Number of Scholarships: Depends on the caliber of applicants but it is envisaged that at least 1 scholarship will be granted.

Target group: University/High School student athletes of any subject area

Scholarship value: The cash scholarship is valued up to USD$5,000, while others provide a stipend to assist with the costs associated with your studies. Apprenticeship recipients will be entitled a 4-6 weeks work period at Yesports as part of the contract. The work period will be held during term breaks.

Duration: 2021-2022 Academic Year

Deadline for Application: End of April

Eligibility:

Recipients must be:

- A high school senior (traditional or homeschooled), progressing normally toward graduation or completion of high school, and planning to accept admission to college; or university student who is commencing full-time study in a University in an Undergraduate or Postgraduate program.

- Able to demonstrate excellence or have consistently performed at a standard significantly above their peers in their talents while exhibiting their influence in other areas and contributions to the community.

How to Apply:

- To being enlisted in this program, students have to complete the online application form at https://www.yesportstalents.com/scholarship. It is important to visit the official website to access the application form and for detailed information on how to apply for this scholarship.

- Candidates will have to submit a video of self-introduction and a video to show their talents.
- Supporting documents including copies of academic transcripts and award, CV, a statement, a copy of passport must be submitted by the applicants.
- Candidates from outside the home country will often need to meet specific English language requirement.

**About Yesports**
Yesports, the global O2O hub for talents to meet and connect to international employers and sponsors for unlimited career and business opportunities.
Yesports is a global “esports +” social media platform where gamers meet celebrities for fun and opportunities to show their talent! It connects game lovers to a dynamic world of resources and people.
Yesports Talent showcases talents from around the world and provides a platform for connecting to the corporates to maximize marketing synergies.

**Additional Important Information**
Yesports does not guarantee any of the applications will be successful in attaining the apprenticeship grant nor does the final amount offered.

As the apprenticeship grant is provided by Yesports, the recipient(s) maybe subjected to additional terms and conditions, not currently presented in this document, as implemented by Yesports. The High School does not have any input nor control over any of the terms and conditions as required by Yesports. The nominated recipient(s) should independently decide his/her acceptance of the apprenticeship grant.